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Synopsis
It is shown that a satisfactory solution of the problem of the energy distribu

tion in a gravitational field can be obtained in the framework of a tetrad formu
lation of the gravitational theory. Besides the usual gravitational field equations, 
a set of six supplementary equations, needed for a unique determination of the 
energy-momentum complex, is formulated and discussed in detail. The results is 
a revival of Einstein’s old idea of „Fernparallelismus” and the discovery of new 
geometrical properties of the space-time continuum.
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1. Introduction and Summary

Shortly after Einstein had put forward his general theory of relativity in 1916 
the question of the energy of the gravitational field was discussed in a number 

of papers by various authors* 1). Einstein himself was able to define an “energy
momentum complex’’ 0f, depending algebraically on the metric tensor and its deri
vatives, which satisfies the local conservation law and gives a satisfactory description 
of the total energy and momentum of a closed system. In this connection it is essential 
that the expressions for the total momentum and energy, viz.

P< = c Ü Ü f7xl dx<i </æ3’ (1 •1 )
x*  = const.

are constant in time and are transformed like the components of a free 4-vector 
under linear space-time transformations. On the other hand, the integral

- Ç Ç 044 dx1dx2dxz (1-2)

v

extended over a finite volume V in 3-space depends particularly on the choice of 
spatial coordinates (.r1, .r2, ,r3) used in the evaluation of the integral, i. e. the quantity 
(1.2) cannot be interpreted unambiguously as the energy content of the volume V. 
The conclusion of these early investigations was, therefore, that it had no well-defined 
physical meaning to speak of a definite distribution of the gravitational energy through
out space. As a consequence, no gravitational analogue to Pointing’s theorem, which 
regulates the distribution and llow of energy in an electromagnetic field, could be 
formulated by means of the complex 0f. This circumstance made it difficult to treat 
problems of gravitational radiation in an unambiguous way. Moreover, although we 
have to be prepared for the possibility that familiar notions of ordinary field theory 
may lose their meaning in general relativity, it seems rather strange that a simple 
notion like the energy content of our laboratory should have no exact meaning be
cause the laboratory is placed in the gravitational field of the earth.

For these reasons the discussion was taken up again a few years ago. In a paper 
in the Annals of Physics* 2) from 1958 it was shown that another complex Tf could 
be defined which seemed to satisfy all requirements, in particular the conditions of 

1*  
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localizability of the energy and of local conservation. Moreover, in a series of papers 
by different authors* 3* this particular complex T/ was derived also by application 
of the method of infinitesimal transformations (Noether’s theorem) to the curvature 
scalar density, which is the variant in the variational principle of the gravitational 
field equations. Thus it seemed that a final solution of the energy problem had been 
reached and that the gravitational field possessed more of the usual properties of 
fields than had hitherto been assumed.

However, in a recent paper* 4* it was shown that the complex Tk sutlers from 
a serious deficiency which makes it impossible in general to use as the energy
momentum complex. In fact it was found that the quantities obtained from (1.1) 
by substitution ol for 0k do not have the right transformation properties under 
all linear transformations. Besides, it could be shown that no complex al all exists 
which is an algebraic function of the metric tensor and its derivatives and satisfies 
all the aforementioned requirements, including that of localizability of the energy.

On the other hand, it was indicated that a way out of this dilemma might possibly 
be found if the usual description of gravitational fields by means of the metric tensor 
was replaced by a “tetrad formulation’’. In the present paper it is shown that this 
idea may be developed into a consistent scheme that furnishes a solution to the pro
blem of the energy distribution in gravitational fields and at the same time throws 
new light on earlier attempts at a unification of gravitation and electromagnetism.

In the next section, the energy-momentum complex T$*  is defined as a function 
of the tetrad field functions 7?(.r) and their space-time derivatives of the first and 

a
second orders. It is proved that, for a suitable choice of the tetrads, T/ satisfies all 
desirable requirements, including the localizability condition, and the condition that

Pi = c J Ü J T/4 dx 1 dx2 dx3 (1 •3 )
x*  = const.

is transformed like a 4-vector under arbitrary linear-coordinate transformations. 
While the metric is defined by ten functions <7a(,r), the tetrad field contains sixteen 
functions 7i\.r). The latter functions determine the metric tensor gik uniquely, but 

for given gik(.v) there is a certain latitude in the choice of the tetrads 7? corresponding 
a

to arbitrary independent rotations of the four unit vectors constituting the tetrads 
in the different space-time points. Now, it turns out that the complex T/[7?(.r)j as 

a function of the tetrad functions Ji1 (x) and their derivatives is not invariant under 
a

arbitrary independent rotations of the tetrad vectors. Therefore, in order to get a 
complex Tf*(.r)  which is a unique function of the coordinates for a given physical 
system, we have to specify the relative orientation, in different points, of the tetrads 
entering the expression [7iz(.t)’|. Thus, besides the gravitational field equations of 

Einstein, which determine the metric, we obviously need a set of six independent 
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supplementary equations in order to single out the preferred tetrads to be applied 
in the expression T^fh^x)! for the energy-momentum complex.

Section 3 is devoted to the setting up of these supplementary equations. They 
turn out to be of the form

(pik = °’ C1-4)
where <pik is an antisymmetric tensor which is an algebraic expression in the tetrads 
/?(x) and their derivatives of the first and second orders. Since the equations (1.4) 
a 
are differential equations, it is also necessary to specify a set of boundary conditions 
at spatial infinity in order to obtain a unique fixation of the relative orientation of 
the preferred tetrads. For a rather wide class of physical systems, viz. insular systems, 
these boundary conditions are formulated in section 3.

In section 4, the case of weak gravitational Helds is treated in detail. It is shown 
that the finally adopted supplementary equations together with the boundary con
ditions determine the relative orientation of the preferred tetrads uniquely. In “har
monic” coordinates the solutions of the gravitational field equations and the supple
mentary equations arc particularly simple, and the same holds for the resulting 
energy-momentum complex T^(.r), but the theory is generally covariant, and there 
is no question of any preferred systems of space-time coordinates.

In section 5, the properties of the space-time continuum of the theory developed 
in sections 2-4 arc briefly discussed. The decisive step in that development was the 
introduction of a definite tetrad lattice (or rather of a certain restricted class of tetrad 
lattices) consisting of tetrads in every point with a fixed relative orientation. This 
circumstance allows us to speak in an unambiguous way of parallelism of vectors 
at distant points when they have equal components with respect to the local tetrads 
at these points. Therefore, strictly speaking, the space-time continuum in this theory 
is not an ordinary Riemannian space, where the notion of parallelism at a distance 
has a meaning only with respect to a definite curve connecting the distant points. 
Space-time is here rather a space of the type considered first by Weitzenböck<5>, 
although it may always be pictured as a Riemannian space with a built-in tetrad 
lattice.

This circumstance puts one in mind of Einstein’s old idea of “Fernparallelis- 
mus”, by which he hoped to arrive at a unified theory of gravitation and electromagne
tism <6>, and it suggests a rather natural generalization of the theory briefly discussed 
in the last section of this paper.

Since the number of tetrad functions 7?(.r) exceeds the number of the metric 
a

components gik(x), it is quite natural to assume that the tetrad field actually describes 
a larger domain of physical phenomena than mere gravitation, and, on account of 
the excess number of variables being just six, one might assume that the sixteen 
variables 7f(.r) describe the unified field of gravitation and electromagnetism. In- 

a
stead of regarding the equations (1.4) as supplementary field equations, as is done 
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in sections 2—5, one should then rather think of them as expressing a particular phy
sical situation, viz. the case where no electromagnetic fields are present. In general, 
the equation (1.4) would then have to be replaced by other equations, as for instance

<Pik = Fik(x)> (1.5)

where FfJfc(x) is the electromagnetic field tensor determined by Maxwell’s equations 
in their usual general-relativity form.

It should be noted that the field equations arrived at in this way are entirely 
different from those of the unified theory of Einstein. However, they are quite similar 
to a set of equations put forward at that time by Levi-Civita(7). It still remains to 
be seen whether a generalization of the formalism developed in sections 2-5 along 
the lines indicated in section 6 can be carried through in a consistent wav.

2. Survey of Earlier Results
In the paper<4) mentioned in the introduction it was shown that no “energy

momentum complex’’ with the following properties exists:

1. T/^.r) is an affine tensor density depending algebraically on the components of 
the metric tensor (fk and their derivatives of the first and second orders.
2. T^ satisfies the local conservation law

V.Â- (2.1)

identically.
3. For a closed system, where space-time is Hat at spatial infinity and where we can 
use asymptotically rectilinear coordinates (,rl) = (.r1, ,r4), the quantities

= I jj \ jj T<4 d.r1 dx2 d.r3 

xl = const.

(2.2)

are constant in lime, and they are transformed as the covariant components of a 
free vector under linear space-time transformations. This property is essential for 
the interpretation of Pf = {P{ - Hfc} as the total momentum and energy vector.
4. T*  = T/ is transformed like a 4-vector density under the group of purely spatial 
transformations

xl = f\x*\  æ4 = x4. (2.3)

The last-mentioned property is necessary in order to make the energy content of a 
finite volume of space V, i. e.

Hv = - Ç T44 dx1 dx2 dx3,

v
(2.4)
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independent of the spatial coordinates used in the evaluation of the integral. Thus, 4. 
is the condition of localizability of the energy in a gravitational field.

The energy-momentum complex 0/ given by Einstein is of the form

(2.5)
with the “superpotential”

(2.6)

Here Tk is the matter tensor which appears as the source of the gravitational field in 
Einstein’s field equations

(2.7)

and is a homogeneous quadratic function of the first-order derivatives of the metric 
tensor. Thus, for a closed system, where the metric is given asymptotically by the 
Schwarzschild solution, we have for large spatial distances r

(2-8)0

Einstein’s energy-momentum complex 0k has the properties 1.-3. Actually 3. 
is a consequence of 1. and 2. together with the asymptotic behaviour (2.8). However, 
0k does not satisfy the localizability condition 4. Eor this reason Einstein came to 
the conclusion that, in general relativity, the energy content Hv of a finite part of space 
has no exact physical meaning.

On the other hand, the complex

(2-9)

proposed in a previous paper(2) satisfies the conditions 1., 2. and 4., but not 3. As 
was shown in detail in (4), this is due to the fact that T/ does not show the asymptotic 
behaviour (2.8) for a closed system, but instead

(2.10)

for r->oo. Furthermore it was shown by M. Magnusson*8* that the complex (2.9) is 
the only expression satisfying 1., 2. and the localizability condition 4., and, as was 
shown in (4), Einstein’s expression (2.5-6) is the only complex satisfying 1.-3. 
Therefore it is necessary to give up at least one of the properties 1.-4. Now, for phy
sical reasons it seems hard to abandon the conditions 2.-4., so the only possibility

2*  
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lefl is to discard the condition 1. For instance, we might substitute for 1. the less spe
cific assumption that
1' . T/'(.r) is an affine tensor density depending in a covariant way on a set of field 
variables that determine the gravitational field uniquely.

In the last section of it was indicated how this might be done. The starting 
point of the considerations was the remark that the components gik of the metric 
tensor are probably not the truly fundamental field variables, since for instance the 
field equations for a fermion field in the presence of a gravitational field cannot be 
expressed in terms of these variables only. On the other hand, it is well known that 
in such eases the gravitational field may be described by “tetrads”, i. e. by the com
ponents of four orthogonal unit vectors attached to every point in space-time. If we 
label these vectors with an index a running from 1 to 4, the contravariant compo
nents of the tetrad vectors are sixteen functions h*(.r)  of the coordinates (æ*),  which 

a
may be regarded as the fundamental gravitational variables.

The covariant components of the tetrad vectors are

(2.11)

One of the vectors, say /f, is a lime-like vector, the others hl are space-like: the ortho- 
4 a

normality of the tetrads may then be written

V =a b

where gal) is the constant 4x4 matrix 

hab ~ £a) ^ab ~ h

^ = {1, h 1,-1}.

(2.12)

(2.13)

(The parenthesis alter the index a in (2.13) indicates that no summation over a should 
be performed!).
Along with the vectors hl we introduce the vectors

a

th

Then (2.12) may also be written

or

= öba
a

a b
hi hi = 7iab.

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

Let
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be the determinant with the element ht in the n’th row and the z’th column. Then 
a

• ■ . a ■it follows from (2.15), with b = a, that 7/ is equal to the conjugate minor of the ele
ment 7q in this determinant divided by h. Therefore we also havea

7qM = 5f
a (2.18)

and hence, by (2.11),

hihk = 9ik’ hihk = gik. (2.19)a a
Further, since by (2.14)

det ; hk > = - det {Ti J , 
1 kl UM (2.20)

we obtain from (2.19) for the determinant <7 = det

</=-712, 1 71 l = }/-g. (2.21)

For a given tetrad field hi the metric tensor gik is determined by (2.19). How

ever, for a given metric gik the tetrad held is by no means completely determined, 
since any rotation (Lorentz transformation) of the tetrads leads to a new set of te
trads T which also satisfy (2.19). In fact we have

a
b

X = £?(.?) 7?, 
a a b (2.22)

where the
b

“rotation coefficients” -Q(.r)
a and the functions

b a (2.23)

are scalars satisfying the orthogonality conditions

c b c b
QO-HSl-f,. (2.24)
a c a c

(As a general rule the tetrad indices a, b . . . are lowered and raised by means of 
the constant matrices gab = gab, while the tensor indices i, k, . . . are raised and 
lowered by means of the metric tensor gikl).

Hence,
a cab b

^i^k = Qhihk = h-i^k = 9ik (2.25)
a a b c b

b
for arbitrary functions 72 (a:) satisfying (2.24). Since the homogeneous Lorentz group 

is a 6-parametric group, the general solution 7q(.r) of (2.19) for given gik(x) contains 
six arbitrary functions.
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By means of (2.19) any function of the gik's and their derivatives can be ex
pressed in terms of the tetrads h*  and their derivatives. All expressions of this kind 

a
will of course be invariant under arbitrary rotations (2.22) of the tetrads. In particular 
this holds for the curvature scalar density which, as shown in Appendix A, can be 
written in the form

ffiEEj/-)?/? = £ + î), (2.26)

where £ is a homogeneous quadratic form in the first-order derivatives of the h1, 
„ a

while 1) has the form of a divergence of a vector d< nsity. The explicit expression 
for £ is

£ = \h\(hr.shs.r-hr.rhs.s], (2.27)

which is a scalar density under arbitrary space-time transformations in contrast to 
the usual Lagrangean £ = £ (</a, glk t1), which has this property only under linear 

b 
transformations. £ is also invariant under rotations (2.22) with constant Q, but not 

a
under the general group of rotation with varying coefficients. This circumstance is 
of importance for the later development.

Since 1) has the form of an ordinary divergence, we may disregard it in the 

variational principle, i. e., for any variation ôlr of the variables that vanishes 
at the surface of a region 27 in 4-space we have

or

ô ( dx = ô ( £ dx

1 r
(2.28)

where
<5

and

Since

<5
a 

ôhk
are the variational derivatives with respect to gik (x) and hk (x).

(2.29)

(2.28) becomes, by means of (2.19),

• r ô£ a&ik hz Ô hk dx = \ Ô hk dx.
»ôhk

(2.30)
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Hence,

or

=a
1
2 a 

ôhk

1 «

ôhk

i « ôâ
97'» «

011*
(2.31)

by (2.7).
Now, the field equations (2.31) imply the covariant divergence relation

(2.32)

which may be written, by means of (2.31) and (2.19),

( / - 7 ,k- ~hl h™, “ 7 Tlm
a

1 «
2 x ■ * a

ôhm

By introduction of the explicit expression for the variational derivatives we get

(2-33)

Since the first two terms in the brackets in the last member of this equation combine 
into ßj, (2.33) can be written

V.,-0 (2.34)
with

V=|/-^(^ + ^), (2.35)

(2.36)

The equation (2.34), which is equivalent to (2.32), shows that the complex defined 
by (2.35-36) satisfies the condition 2.

The relations (2.34-36) could also have been obtained by application of the 
method of infinitesimal transformations (see for instance (3) and Appendix A) to 
the true scalar density ß/2x. By the same method one finds moreover that the com 
plex Tf* is derivable from a superpotential U/*.
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with
(2-37)

(2.38)

As shown in Appendix A, the explicit expressions (2.36) and (2.38) for and 
with £1 given by (2.27) are

Note that

(2.40)

(2.41)

on account of 2.19 and the identity ^;i = 0.
In contrast to the superpotential hkl of the Einstein expression (-)k, is seen 

to be a true tensor density of rank 3, antisymmetric in the indices k and I. This means 
that U4W is transformed as an antisymmetric tensor density of rank 2 under the group 
of purely spatial transformations (2.3), and consequently T*  = U4H z will be trans
formed as a vector density under this group of transformations. Thus the complex 
Tf* also satisfies the condition 4.

Now, consider an arbitrary static, spherically symmetric system in a system 
of “isotropic” coordinates. Here the metric tensor is of the form

„ ik9ik = 9ü)öik> 9 =~
9ii)

9a = \a(r)> a(r\

(2-42)

where u(r) and b(r) are functions of r = | (a-1)2 + (x2)2 + (.r2)3 only. In that case a 
possible and in fact very natural choice of tetrads is

9ii) ^ai 

!• I 9aa I £a) I I 9aa I ^ai
hi = 9ikhk=

(2-43)

This choice is easily seen to be in accordance with (2.19) and (2.42). In Appendix B 
the superpotentials and hkl defined by 2.40 and 2.6 are calculated for the 
tetrads (2.43) and the metric (2.42), and are found to be equal. In fact we obtain
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with

l^a b d
7 dr

1 al/z,l
1 Qii 1 (2-44)

1 X1 X’2 X“3 I_ )__
1 r’ r ’ r ,0 . (2-45)

Now, for any closed system the metric is given asymptotically, i. e. for r-*o>,  
by (2.42) with

a(r)~l+a/r, /?(r)~l-a/r, (2.46)

where the constant a is connected with the total gravitational mass Mo of the system by

(2-47)

(A*  is the Newtonian gravitational constant). Therefore the complex t will
satisfy condition 3 in the same way as Einstein’s expression 0k. In this connection 
it is essential that tk is a homogeneous quadratic function of the hl k, which arc of

/ 1 \ v «’
the order for r->=o. Thus the relations (2.8) are valid also for tk and T/b

for r -> oo .

(2.48)

As we have seen above, the superpotentials ll/7 and hkl are identical in the 
static, spherically symmetric case if we use isotropic coordinates. Since h(kl is an 
a*ffine  tensor density, this identity will remain true in any system of coordinates ob
tained from the isotropic system by a linear transformation. In all such systems we 
therefore have

(2-49)

However, the identity (2.49) does not hold in more general systems of coordinates, 
since U/7 is a true tensor density while hkl is not. In particular, T44 is a scalar density 
under the group of purely spatial transformations (2.3), while 044 changes in an un
physical way under these transformations. This means that the quantity (2.4) may 
be interpreted consistently as the energy content of the finite volume V of 3-space. 
In this respect the complex T*,  which satisfies all the conditions 1.—4., is superior 
to the original expression of Einstein, which gives the “correct'’ energy distribution 
only for the restricted class of coordinate systems in which (2.49) holds. In parti
cular, 0k Tf in the system of “harmonic’’ coordinates so strongly advocated by 
V. Fock(9>, since this system is obtained from the isotropic system by a transformation 
of the type (2.3).

Although the complex T/, defined by (2.37-40) together with (2.43), seems to 
furnish a satisfactory description of a spherically symmetric system, the problem
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of the energy distribution cannot yet be regarded as solved. In fact, as emphasized 
in the last section of <4), we would get another complex satisfying the conditions 1.-4. 
by using a tetrad field obtained from the tetrads in (2.43) by rotations of the 

a a
type (2.22) with arbitrary functions f2(.r), which tend sufficiently rapidly to constant 

a
values forr-*oo,  but are otherwise arbitrary. For, as emphasized earlier, £ and hence 

are 710/ invariant under such general rotations of' the tetrads, but only under ro- 
b

tations with constant coefficients £?. In order to obtain a unique expression for the 
a

energy-momentum complex we obviously need a set of conditions that fix the rela
tive orientation of the tetrads in different space-time points, and we may expect that 
these yet unknown conditions are satisfied by the tetrads (2.43) in the special case 
of a spherically symmetric system, and that these tetrads should be uniquely deter
mined by the supplementary conditions.

3. On the Conditions Defining the Relative Orientation of the Tetrads
The considerations of the previous section lead to the idea that not all tetrads 

satisfying (2.19) can be used in the expression for the energy-momentum complex, 
but only a certain class of tetrads with a fixed relative orientation. This means that 
the “correct” tetrads 7f(.x) must satisfy supplementary equations which, together 

a
with the field equations (2.31), determine the 7d(.r) uniquely apart from an overall 

& «
rotation (2.23) with constant coefficients -Q. These supplementary equations must be 

a
generally covariant under space-time transformations and invariant under constant 
rotations of the tetrads, and, since the general solution 7f(.r) of (2.19) for given føfc(æ) 

a
contains six arbitrary functions, they must be of the form

ta-O. (3.1)

where (fik is an antisymmetrical tensor of rank 2 depending on the tetrad fields 7f(.r) 
a

and their derivatives in such a way that the index a occurs as a dummy index only. 
(The alternative possibility that the supplementary equations are six scalar equations 
or two scalar and one vector equation is ruled out since it is impossible to construct 
a sufficient number of quantities of that type from the hl and their derivatives.) The 

a
simplest assumption is now that <pik is a local quantity, which means that the six 
equations (3.1) are differential equations. Therefore, the relative orientation of the 
tetrads 7? can be fixed by the equations (3.1) only if these are supplemented by suit- 

a
able initial or boundary conditions.
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Let us first settle the question of boundary conditions. In the present paper we 
shall not be interested in cosmological problems, i. e. we shall consider large but 
limited parts of the universe, where, for large spatial distances from the matter, 
space-time may be regarded as Hat. Now, consider first the trivial case of no matter 
at all. Here T*  = 0 everywhere, and also the Riemann curvature tensor will be zero 
in all the points of space-time under consideration. In this case we may further as
sume that tf in (2.35-36) and (2.39) has to be zero everywhere, which means that 
the vector fields hr must be stationary, i. e.

a

h'-.i-O (3.2)
a

in all points. In a pseudo-Cartesian system of coordinates, where the metric is given by

9ik ~ hik’ (3-3)

the components of the tetrads are then constant, and we may choose

(3-4)

Let us now consider an arbitrary “insular” system, where the matter is limited 
to a finite part of space. This means that is zero outside a certain “world tube” 
with a finite spatial cross section. Here we may assume that space-time is asympto
tically Hat for large values of the spatial distance r. This does not necessarily mean 
that the system is closed, i. e. that the metric is given asymptotically by the Schwarz
schild solution. It may very well emit “gravitational waves”. But we exclude the 
emission of electromagnetic waves since it would make the world tube of matter 
extend to “spatial infinity”.

As space-time is asymptotically Hat, it is possible (but by no means necessary) 
to introduce asymptotically pseudo-Cartesian coordinates in which (3.3) holds for 
r->oo. The first boundary condition for the /il(x) then reads

a

A. 7f(x)-»^ for r->oo. (3.5)
a

Further we shall require that
B. /^(æ) —shows the same asymptotic behaviour as the metric quantities gnc~hik 

a
for an insular system. This means that, if y>(.r) is any of these quantities, ip must satisfy 
the condition of outmard radiation^

lim /£(£ï) , 1 d(rv)\
1 dr c dt /

= 0 (3-6)

for r->oo and for all values of t0 = t + r/c in an arbitrary fixed interval. Moreover, ip(x) 
and its first-order derivatives ipti must be everywhere bounded and must go to zero at 
least as 1/r for r-+<x>.
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We now return to the question of the form of the differential equations (3.1), 
and we shall assume that (pik does not contain derivatives of the 7il(.r) of orders higher 
than the second.

Among the tensors that can be constructed from the 7iz’s and their first-order 
a 

derivatives there is one with a simple geometrical meaning, viz.

(3-7)

Its components along the directions of the tetrad are the “Ricci rotation coefficients”

(3-8)
bac

a tensor under constant rotations of the tetrad. There-

tensor. From the expression (3.8) it follows that

(3-9)

By contraction of (3.7) we

0 (3.10)

From (3.7) and (3.10) we at once obtain, by (2.15),

(3.11)

Insertion of these expressions into (2.27), (2.38-39) gives by means of (2.19), (2.21)

(3.12)

Here we have introduced the notation

(3.15) 

Obviously y is transformed as
a be

fore it is called a local tetrad

-hr<Dr. 
a

Ai n kl ~ hk I ■ 
a ’

I ~ Tiki’ a a

lThkhl = 7q..z7?7iz.
a b c a ’ b c

hl as a tangent.
c
arrive at the vector

= -* I

7) . ,
where is the covariant derivative with respect to the invariant measure | s| along

c
a curve that has the unit vector

a
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This quantity is not a tensor. Therefore, while £ and are true tensor densities, 
// is not a tensor. Nevertheless, as we have seen in section 2, t4k, which determines 
the energy density and the energy current of the gravitational field, is transformed 
as a vector under the group of purely spatial transformations (2.3). This follows at 
once from the fact that T^ as well as the matter tensor density [/-(/ 7'/ satisfy the con
dition 4. on p. 6.

From yikl and 0*  we can construct two independent antisymmetric tensors of 
rank 2 containing only first-order derivatives, viz.

£ik ~ Vikl &

Tik = (Vlik ~ Tiki) •

(3.16)

(3.17)

They are both homogeneous quadratic functions of the first-order derivatives of the 
tetrad functions.

Similarly, we can form two independent antisymmetrial tensors of rank 2 con
taining also second-order derivatives, viz.

^ik ~ Tik ; l 'r Vikl^’ (3.18)

Vik-^k,i-^i,k- (3.19)

The second one is the curl of the vector and £ik in (3.18) has the following simple 
geometrical meaning. The tetrad components of this tensor are the six invariants

ab a b a b
(3.20)

which are easily seen to be equal to the “local divergence” of the tetrad tensor y , i. e.
ab

(summation over c! ) (3.21)

where |s| is again the measure along a curve that has hl as a tangent. In fact, we have
c c

from the definition of y , i. e.
ab n , C ,

y = (3.22)
ab ab

and, by means of (2.19), (3.10-11),

ab’ nh

mhl‘h‘+hthl‘.mhl+hthkhl.m)
b ab ab

on account of (3.20).
Mat.Fys. Skr. Dan.Vid. Selsk. 1, no. 10. 3
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Now, the most general tensor of the type of (pik has the form of a linear combi
nation of the tensors (3.16-19), i. e.

Vik = %ik + ß rhk + Y^ik + ^xik (3.23)

with arbitrary constants ct,ß,y,ö. In the supplementary equations (3.1) only the 
ratios between these constants are of importance. In order to fix these ratios we ob
viously have to use criteria other than mere covariance. The first criterion one would 
think of is that the tetrads (2.43) in the spherically symmetric case should satisfy 
(3.1). However, as shown in Appendix B, all four quantities (3.16-19) are separately 
zero with hl given by (2.43) so that this requirement is no help in removing the arbi- 

a
trariness involved in (3.1), (3.23). A more useful criterion is that the differential 
equations (3.1), together with the boundary conditions A, B, should uniquely deter
mine the relative orientation of the tetrads. This question will be treated in the following 
section.

4. Investigation of the Supplementary Conditions in the Case 
of Weak Fields

The question of the uniqueness of the solutions of (2.31), (3.1) and A, B in 
general requires an investigation of the properties of non-linear differential equations, 
which are difficult to handle mathematically. For this reason we shall here consider 
only the case of weak gravitational fields, where the equations involved become linear.

By definition the gravitational field of an insular system is called weak if it is 
possible to introduce a system of coordinates (x1) in which the metric is of the form

f/ik Vik T l/tk (a ) » (4.1)

where the quantities ya-(.r) = are small functions
the boundary condition B. Then 

U ei) £k) Uik

where

of the first order satisfying

(4-2)

(4-3)

with the numbers given by (2.13). We shall also use the definitions

(4.4)

In this case, the equations (2.19) allow us to choose (in an infinite number of 
ways) tetrads \ of the form

^ = ^ + ^(æ), (4.5)a a

where the quantities zq(.r) are small functions of the first order, satisfying the boun- 
a

dary condition B. Then,
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a a a
h = ôi + ViW’ l'i = Ea)f'i

a
(4.6)

and (2.19) gives to the first order, by (4.1),

i. e.,

a
(jlai "f” Pi) (^fc + P k) ~ Vik + Pk Zh ~ Vik Uik » 

a i k

Further we have
Utk = Pk + Pi ■ 

by (4.2-5) i k
(4.7)

with

k - </% - (>,“ - y“) (w + /<,) - - yj + //
a a a a

(4.8)

p*  = vikpk = Ei) Pi • 
a a a

(4.9)

(It is a general rule that for first-order quantities, like /?, the tetrad indices a, b, . . . 
a

and the tensor indices i, k, . . . arc raised and lowered by means of the same num
bers ea, £b, . . . and Et, ek, . . .).
Hence, by (4.3-4) and (4.7),

y“ = > + /<‘, + k (4.10)

and by (4.8),

(4.11) 
a

Now, the “right” tetrads hi, satisfying the supplementary equations (3.1) and 
a

the boundary conditions A, B, must in this case be obtainable from the 7? by an 
infinitesimal rotation b

hi = £(æ)^ (4.12)
a a b

= 0ba + to\x) (4.13)
a a

where the small first-order scalar functions

co(.t) = £ft)co&(æ) = -ca(x) (4.14)
ab a ba

are antisymmetric in a and b and satisfy the boundary condition Æ. The symmetry 
property (4.14) is a consequence of the orthogonality relations (2.24) and clearly 
displays the fact that there are just six arbitrary functions w(æ) involved, which have 

ab
to be determined by means of the supplementary equations.

Now we have from (4.5), (4.12-14)

(.Vbi + ZT> = bai + " + Z^ • (4-15)
a a b al a

3*
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Further, by means of (4.7), we obtain up to the first order for the Christoffel symbols

i k

Thus, by (3.7) and (4.15-16), to the same order,

(4.16)

Yiki - hi hk-i - hk< t - hr Bkl - (co + f(k)i (/<k + t + yilk - ykli 
a i i ik i i k J

or
1

7ikl ~ vik,l + 2 ^hkl,i Vil,k)’ (4-17)

where we have pul
vik = M + l (/'k~/<i) = ~vki- (4.18)

ik i k

Obviously vik, like co and fik, has to satisfy the boundary condition B. 
ik i

For the vector <Pk we get by (4.17)

®k = 7*  kt = Ei Viki = v*k,  i + 2 ( f/M _ .V’ *)  • (4.19)

Since yikl and <Bk arc small of the first order, the tensors £ik and Tik defined by (3.16-17) 
are small of the second order, and they have to be consistently neglected in the ex
pression (3.23) for cpik. In the same approximation the tensors £ik and yik in (3.18-19) 
become

^ik Tik,I vik + y (Vk,i Ui,k)>l (4.20)

Vik = (vlk,i~^li,k\i + 2(yl̂ i~yli,fc\i (4.21)

and
Tik = a %ik + ß Vik ■ (4-22)

Here,
32

° “ £ldx12 (4-23)

is the usual special-relativity expression for d’Alembert’s operator.
The expressions (4.20-22) are further simplified if we use a system of harmonic 

coordinates in which the de Bonder condition is satisfied :

(4-24)
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In harmonic coordinates we have simply

^ik ~ □ vik » Vik = v k,l,i ~ v i,l,k ’ (4.25)

and the supplementary equations (3.1) take the form

= aü^ + ß(i4>M-?MA.). (4.26)

These equations, together with the boundary condition B, should determine vik and 
co uniquely.

Therefore we see at once that a in (4.26) cannot be chosen equal to zero; for 
the equation

= — * = 0 (4.27)

would be satisfied by any vik for which

(4.28) 

and (4.28) holds for any vik of the form

(4.29)

where ôiklm is the Levy-Civita symbol and the <pm(x) are arbitrary functions of the 
coordinates. Thus, the equations (4.27) are not suitable for the fixation of the relative 
orientation of the tetrads. It is essential to have a non-vanishing admixture of £ik 
in the expression for cpik. On the other hand, if a 0, we have from (4.26), since 
vik is antisymmetrical in i and k,

(« + ^)O”",t = 0. (4.30)

Now, it is easily seen that, if all the functions vik satisfy the boundary condition B, 
also the functions & will satisfy that condition. Therefore, if we assume

ß * - a, a * 0, (4.31)

it follows from (4.30) that the vlk k are solutions of the wave equation

 ^=0, (4.32)

satisfying the boundary condition B. However, as emphasized by V. Fock<10>, the 
only solution of this kind is

<*  = 0. (4.33)

If we use (4.33) in (4.26), we see that also vik is a solution of the wave equation (4.32) 
satisfying the boundary condition B. Therefore, we also find

(4-34)
4Mat.Fys.Skr. Dan.Vid.Selsk. 1, no. 10.
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or, by (4.18),

M = -9
ik - i k

(4.35)

The result of this investigation is that, for weak fields at least, the relative ori
entation of the tetrads is uniquely determined by (3.1) and the boundary conditions 
A, B, provided that the constants in (3.23) are chosen in accordance with (4.31). 
The unique solution (4.35) was seen to be independent of the particular values of 
the constants; for reasons of simplicity we shall therefore choose

so that (3.1) is reduced to
= y = <5 = 0, a 0

= 0 ■

(4.36)

(4.37)

However, we shall keep in mind that a more complicated expression for cpik is pos
sible if the later development should make it necessary to use it.

From (4.15), (4.35) and (4.7) we now get for the components of the right te
trads in harmonic coordinates

(4.38)

(4.39)

Thus, in harmonic coordinates and for weak fields the tetrads ht are simple functions 
a

of the metric tensor gik. In other systems of coordinates obtained from the harmonic 
system by an infinitesimal transformation the connection between /q and gik is gener- 

a
ally not so simple. As shown in Appendix C, we have in general, instead of (4.38),

where
a -

(4.40)(Vai + ^i £i,a)>

(4.41)

and the £*(x)  are the transformation functions which connect the coordinates (ar) 
with the harmonic coordinates (æjiarm ) by the relation

4arm. = ^ + ^(æ). (4.42)

Thus, for weak fields, the harmonic coordinates are distinguished by the fact that h. 
a 6 

in these coordinates are symmetrical in a and i. In other systems of coordinates, h{ 
a 
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will in general also have an antisymmetrical part which has the form of a curl of 
a vector and which in general is a non-local function (a functional) of the metric 
tensor. However, in principle all systems of coordinates are equally allowed.

In harmonic coordinates and for weak fields the field equations (2.7) are re
duced in the first-order approximation to

(4.43)

The solution of this equation satisfying the boundary condition B is given by the 
usual retarded integral

(4-44)

In the trivial case of a completely empty
(4.38)

II it = «.

space we obviously have, by (4.44) and

= <5*  (4.45)

which in arbitrary coordinates reads

7z% = 0.
a

Thus, the equations (3.2) and hence

v=i/^e=o

(4-46)

(4-47)

are consequences of the supplementary equations (4.37) and the boundary conditions 
A, B in the case of a completely empty space.

If there is matter present, we have in harmonic coordinates, according to (4.17-19) 
(4.24) and (4.34),

Tiki = 2 Uil,k)> ^>k=~^y>k- (4.48)

Thus, to the first order, the superpotential (3.13) becomes

with

(4.49)

(4.50)

In Appendic G the superpotential hkl is calculated to the same order of approximation 
in harmonic coordinates, and it is found that also hkl is given by the expression (4.49). 
Thus, in this approximation the energy-momentum complex is identical with 
Einstein’s expression 0k. In fact both of them are equal to the matter tensor, for 
we have, on account of (4.24),

4*
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(4.51)2 y.

and (4.38)and (4.1), (4.24). From (3.15)

(4.52)

the second order,and Ums, from (3.14), (3.12), (4.48), to

(4.53)

with
(4.54)

(4.55)

(dxK ôx,jl - dxfl àxi)

seen to dif-
If we have

dE
dt

1
□!/~2

Einstein’s 
harmonic 
case of a

1
2 x

do..=

G^T*.

expression, is small of the second order. The identity of 
coordinates generally holds only in the weak-field approxi- 
spherically symmetric system we found, for instance, in 
hkl is exactly equal to U/1 in a system of isotropic coordi-

y,k,i

V = IV

1

where /4fc is given by (4.53) and

The corresponding expression (C.23) for calculated in Appcndic C, is 
fer from tk as given by (4.53) the difference being given by (C.28—29). 
consistent asymptotic expressions for the metric tensor in harmonic coordinates for 
an insular system of matter in vibrational motion, we can calculate the loss of energy 

( !
— t per unit time by means of the formula

dt

1 i 
dak,I ~ o IE, I

This result is in accordance with (2.35) since tk in (2.36), as well as the corresponding 
quantity in
hkl and in
mation. In the
section 2, eq. (2.44), that 
nates, which is identical with the harmonic system only in the weak-field approxi
mation.

A direct calculation of the “gravitational” complexes tk and given by (2.36) 
and (2.5) in harmonic coordinates also shows that they are different in general. Since 
tk and dk are homogeneous quadratic functions of the first-order derivatives of the 
field variables, we obtain consistent second-order expressions for these quantities 
by using the first-order equations (4.38) 
we get to the first order

.p _ rai 1
ZJ kJ - V 9

1 .
IX 1

(7

(4.56)
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represents a surface element of a large sphere c enclosing the system. The difficulty 
is only to obtain consistent asymptotic expressions for the metric tensor of a system 
of vibrating matter. In particular it is clear that the energy loss is given correctly by 
the simple expressions (4.53-56) only if the metric tensor used satisfies the field 
equations (2.7) up to at least the second-order terms. This again means that we have 
to take into account the influence of the first-order field on the motion of the vibrating 
matter.

The result of the investigations of this section is that the relative orientation 
of the tetrads is uniquely determined by the supplementary equations (4.37) together 
with the boundary conditions A and B. It is true that this has been shown only in 
the weak-field approximation, where the differential equations (4.37) become linear. 
However, it is a common experience that non-linear equations are more restrictive 
than the first-order linear approximative equations, so that the uniqueness of the 
solution may be assumed to hold also for the exact equations (4.37). One might 
rather fear that the exact equations have no regular solutions at all, but we have 
at least one case for which we know the exact solution, viz., the spherically symmetric 
case. In isotropic coordinates the tetrads lil are here given by (2.43). As shown in 

a

Appendix B, these functions 7? = —  ôla satisfy the equations (4.37) exactly,
and, since asymptotically a ' ^aa '

Uaa = \1 + (X/r’ 1 + oc/r, ] + oc/r, -(1-a/r)},

the functions hl also satisfy the boundary conditions A, B.
a

It is therefore reasonable to assume that, for any insular system, the supple
mentary conditions (4.37) together with the boundary conditions A, B will furnish 
a unique determination of the relative orientation of the tetrads, which was left open 
by the field equations (2.31). Then also the expression for the energy-momentum 
complex is unique, and the problem of the energy distribution in gravitational fields 
can be regarded as solved.

5. Absolute Parallelism

In the usual formulation of the general theory of relativity the space-time con
tinuum is a Riemannian space with a metric determined by the distribution of matter 
through Einstein’s field equations, and the gravitational field is described by the 
metric tensor (.r). In a space of this type the parallel displacement of a vector A*  
along a given curve is determined by the definition of Levi-Civita

(5.1) 

where is the Christoffel symbol. As is well known, the result of a parallel dis
placement along a curve connecting two distant points in space will in general de-
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pend on the form of the connecting curve. Consequently, it has no unambiguous 
meaning to speak of parallelism of two vectors in distant points in such a space. 

In the formulation of the theory given in the preceding sections the situation 
is quite different in this respect. Here, the basic variables are the tetrad field variables 
/d(x), which define the metric by (2.19). Now, as usual, the metric is determined by 
a
Einstein’s field equations (2.7) or (2.31) which, however, determine the tetrads 
only up to an arbitrary independent rotation of the tetrads in the different space-time 
points. Therefore, the equations (2.31) had lo be supplemented by a set of conditions, 
which we have taken to be the equations (4.37) together with the boundary con
ditions A, li of section 3. They determine the relative orientation of the tetrads, which 
means that the tetrad-lattice is uniquely determined apart from an arbitrary constant 
rotation of the tetrads in the lattice. In this formulation, the space-time continuum 
is not an ordinary Riemannian space, but rather a space of the type first investigated 
by Weitzenböck<5>, which has a metric of the Riemannian type, but in which the 
notion of direction has a meaning for the space as a whole. In fact, in a space with 
an underlying tetrad field, two vectors at distant points maybe called parallel if they 
have identical components with respect to the local tetrads at the points considered.

Now, the tetrad components of a vector A1 are the invariants

.4(.v)-7“tO)A‘GO. (5.2)

Therefore, parallel displacement in this absolute sense is defined by

or by

a a
^ap. A ~ ^k^ap. A

^.A^ -^hfcJAfcda:z= (5.4)
a

where is given by (3.15). It is seen that the Christoffel symbols l'lkl and the sym
bol play similar parts with respect to the two different kinds of parallel displace
ment defined by (5.1) and (5.4), respectively. Along with the usual covariant deri
vative (of the first kind) of a vector held (denoted by a semicolon) we can therefore 
here define a covariant derivative of the second kind by

J (5-5)

with obvious generalizations for tensors of higher rank. The usual rules about co
variant derivatives also hold for the derivatives of the second kind, in particular 
the rule concerning differentiation of a product of two tensors and the relation

flik 11 0. (5-6)
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This identity follows by (2.19) from the equations

(5.7)

which are immediate consequences of the definitions (5.3-4) or ol (5.5), (3.15). 
From the definition of the covariant derivative of the first kind, viz.,

(5.8)

a .
we obtain by multiplication by hl and summation over a, on account of (2.18), (3.7)
and (3.15),

(5.9)

This gives the connection between the two kinds of covariant derivatives. For a vector
field we get

(5.10)

with obvious generalizations for tensors of higher order.
By means of these relations it is easily seen that the antisymmetric tensor £ik 

entering in the supplementary equations (4.37) is equal to the divergence of the 
second kind of the tensor yikl, i. e.,

^ik = 7ik\l (5.11)

(see (D.3) in Appendix I)). Further, the tensors occurring on the left-hand side of 
Einstein’s field equations may be written

^ik ~ T ik\r~ &i \ k^rï1 ik 7 is 7 kr | (512)

«-7Ï*- -20'',r ++ /„,/" I

which, on account of the symmetry of the contracted curvature tensor, leads to the 
identity

yrik\r-yrki\r-^i,k + (I)k,i = (5.13)

Similarly, the curvature tensor Kikim may be expressed in terms of the tensor yikl 
and its covariant derivatives of the second kind (see (D.6-8) in Appendix I)).

In a space of the Weitzenböck type the most important geometrical notion is 
the “torsion”. Consider an arbitrary closed curve; divide it into an infinite number 
of infinitesimal line elements. Each of these line elements is an infinitesimal vector. 
Perform an absolute parallel displacement of all these vectors to a given point P 
on the curve. The sum of all these vectors will then be a vector, the torsion vector 
t^P), which in general is different from zero. In particular, let the closed curve be 
an infinitesimal “parallelogram” with corners at the points
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P: (n?); Pi : (x*  + dx^ ;

P2 :(P + dx*  + <W); P3:(xz + åx1)

P2 : (r? + dxi + Ôx*)

Py'.^ + dx^

By means of (5.4) we now perform a parallel displacement of the vectors PVP2 : (<5a?), 
P2^3:(_ tTP) and -P37J:(- <5 a?) t° the point P and get for the infinitesimal torsion vector 
dd in P corresponding to the curve, neglecting terms of the second order in dxi and ôx1,

or
(5.14)

where
(5.15)

7kl ~ 0 (5.16)

(5.17)

a
-h

is the tensor representing the area of the parallelogram.
If the torsion is zero for any closed curve, we must have

d akl = dxk ôxl — dxl Ô xk

everywhere. Then, also = Ü and by (3.11)

Thus, in this case, space-time is Hat and the tetrad field forms a pseudo-Cartesian 
lattice. This corresponds to a completely empty space. On the other hand, in the empty 
space surrounding an insular matter system, Rik is equal to zero, but the torsion, i.e., 
7**/  ^i-k an(l T,*  will in general be different from zero.

a ’

6. On a Possible Generalization of the Theory
The considerations of the preceding section show that the present theory has 

some traits, in particular the idea of “Fernparallelismus”, in common with Einstein’s 
attempts at a unified theory of gravitation and electromagnetism of thirty years ago(6). 
In both theories the sixteen functions h1 (x) are taken as the fundamental field vari- 

a
ables instead of the ten variables yik(x). However, in the present paper, the object 
of this step was simply to arrive at a consistent expression for the energy-momentum 
complex, and the surplus degrees of freedom were therefore removed again by the 
six equations (4.37) which were regarded as supplementary field equations. Al
though this procedure, which consists in enlarging the number of degrees of freedom 
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of a system and afterwards restricting it again by means of subsidiary conditions, is 
used also in other fields of physics (for instance in quantum electrodynamics), it 
would undoubtedly be more satisfactory if the tetrad field could be thought of as 
describing a larger domain of physics than mere gravitation. Obviously the number 
of the tetrad variables is just sufficient to describe the unified field of gravitation and 
electromagnetism, and the problem arises how to find the field equations of this 
unified field. Since it is desirable to maintain the usual general relativity description 
of gravitational and electromagnetic phenomena, we shall take over the field equa
tions (2.31)

-x(7’Æe”' + Stt), (6.1)

the left-hand side of which is given for instance by (5.12), while the matter tensor 
on the right-hand side consists of a non-electromagnetic part and of the electro
magnetic energy-momentum tensor

(6.2)

Here, Fik is the electromagnetic field tensor satisfying Maxwell’s equations

.= (|/-!ZF“:),jfcHF“ (6.3)
V-g

Fik,l+Flik = 0 . (6-4)

The left-hand sides of these equations satisfy two identities so that only six of the 
eight equations (6.3-4) are really independent. This is just sufficient to determine 
the six functions Fa(a?) for given initial or boundary conditions.

Now, since the quantity £ik on the left-hand side of (4.37) is an antisymmetrical 
tensor, the assumption suggests itself that the electromagnetic field tensor is propor
tional to £ik. From this point of view, the supplementary equations (4.37) of sections 
2-5 are then not field equations, but express a definite physical situation, viz., the 
case with no electromagnetic fields present. In general they would have to be re
placed by the equations

Fik(x) = <*£ tk(x), (6.5)

where a is a universal constant of the dimensions of an electric charge. This is most 
easily seen in a system of coordinates in which the (.t1) have the dimensions of a 
length Z, for then gik and are dimensionless quantities, and by (3.7) and (3.18) 

a
the quantities in (6.5) have the dimensions

~ charge//2, £ik ~l/l2. (6-6)
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The insertion of (6.5) into (6.3-4) and (6.1-2) gives a sei of sixteen equations 
which, together with suitable boundary conditions, may he supposed to determine 
the tetrad field uniquely (apart from a constant rotation of the tetrads that has no 
physical meaning). As usual, the four Bianchi identities, which are satisfied by the 
left-hand side of (6.1), take care of the arbitrariness in the solutions 7d(.r) correspond- 

a 
ing to the arbitrariness in the choice of the system of coordinates.

The field equations (6.1-5) are quite different from the equations discussed by 
Einstein in reference (6), which, incidentally, were shown by Einstein and Mayer (11) 
to be incompatible with the Schwarzschild solution in the static, spherically symmetric 
case. As mentioned in the Introduction, they are essentially identical with a set of 
equations given by T. LEVi-Civirad), which, however, never received proper attention. 
The reason for this was probably that the unification of gravitation and electromagne
tism obtained in Levi-Civita’s paper appeared to be purely formal. In particular, 
the constant a could be given no immediate physical meaning since no physical ef
fects could be mentioned that would depend on the value of a. In this respect, the 
situation seems to be different in the present formulation, since the value of a will 
enter in the expression for the energy-momentum complex T/ and therefore will 
have an influence on the energy distribution. In so far as the latter can be regarded 
as a measurable quantity, a will then also appear as a real physical constant. How
ever, further investigations are needed before we can see whether a generalization 
of the formalism of sections 2-5 along the lines indicated in section 6’ can be carried 
through in a consistent way.

Finally it should be mentioned that, already in 1959(12), B. Laurent introduced 
a superpotential A\l which is a true tensor density. In fact, A™ is equal to the first 
term of our expression for i. e.,

I want to thank Professor M. Magnusson and Dr. C. Pellegrini, Avho took 
part in our discussions at the initial stage of this investigation and have checked 
many of my calculations. My thanks are further due Professor Poul Kristensen 
for friendly and illuminating discussions, in particular on the question of the 
boundary conditions.

Note added in proof-.

Since the completion of this paper we have made a more detailed investigation 
into the consistency of the generalization of the theory outlined in the last section.

It is easily seen that this superpotential leads to a complex satisfying the conditions 
7’, 2 and 4 of section 2. However, for a closed system it does not have the asymptotic 
behaviour (2.48), and consequently, like our old expression it will nof satisfy 
the essential condition 3.
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An application of the equations (6.1-5) of section 6 to the simple case of a static, 
spherically distributed electric charge now shows that the connection between the 
electromagnetic held and the tetrad field, contained in the simple relation (6.5) of 
Levi-Civita, is inconsistent with the basic requirement 3. of section 2. The reason for 
this is simply the following. In order that condition 3. be satisfied, the first-order 
derivations of the tetrad functions in isotropic coordinates have to vanish at least 
as 1/r2 for r-*co.  Then, as is easily understood, £ik will vanish as 1/r3 at spatial in
finity. However, the solution of the static, spherically symmetric case given by Weyl 
and Nordstrom shows that the electric field vector, and hence Fik, vanishes only as 
1/r2 for r->oo, which means that the equation (6.5) is incompatible with condition 3. 
On the other hand, a solution of the equation (6.5) leads to a tetrad field with first- 
order derivations vanishing slowlier than 1/r2. As a consequence, the corresponding 
ll44^ will contain a term of order 1/r at spatial infinity, which leads to a diverging 
value for the total energy E= - $ T44 cte1 dæ2 cte3.

This result does not necessarily mean that we have to abandon the idea of a 
connection between the tetrad field and the electromagnetic field; it only means that 
this connection cannot be given by the simple relation (6.5). If we only require general 
covariance, there are obviously many ways of expressing such a connection. We 
might, for instance, substitute equation (6.5) by the relations

(U-6) 
or, even simpler, by

^ik=RFik- (6-7)

Neither of these equations would lead to the above mentioned difficulty, since both 
Riklm antl F vanish, at least as 1/r3, so that the right-hand sides of the equations 
vanish sufficiently rapidly for r-*©o.  In the case of the latter equation (6.7), the re
lation (4.37), adopted in sections 2-5, would even hold everywhere in the empty 
space surrounding the matter, but these equations would hold throughout the whole 
space only in the case when there are no electromagnetic fields present. The equations 
(6.6-7) have the simplicity that the right-hand sides are completely determined by 
Einstein’s field equations and Maxwell’s equations, and they are invariant under the 
group of Lorentz rotations (2.22-24), but one could also imagine more general con
nections between the electromagnetic field and the tetrad field. Perhaps the require
ment that all field equations should be derivable from a variational principle may be 
used as a guide in our choice between the various possibilities.
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Appendix A
In order to obtain the expressions for the different curvature tensors in terms 

of the tetrad fields we proceed in the following way. We apply the general commu
tation rule for covariant differentiation, i. e.,

(A.l)

(A. 2)

Hence, for the contracted curvature tensor

(A. 3)

and the curvature scalar

's \ a

= £1 + Î) (A. 5)
with

(A. 6); r

(A. 7)
, r , r *

Here we have used the relation

(A. 8)

0.; s

; r11 ; s

holding for any vector field A^, to the vector field hA.. After multiplication of the result- 
a . a

ing equation by hl we then get, using (2.18),

a
-hrh*. s 

a ’
a

hr.shs =
a ’

■^k;l;m ^k;m;l klm

following from (2.19) and the identity grs.
From the definitions of the covariant derivatives and the Christolfel symbols 

we get, by means of (2.15-19),

If we multiply this equation by \/-g = \ h\ we get the equations (2.26-27) in the text, i. e.,

R = R° = 7/ /7P.

(A. 9)
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from which the tensor character of hk. t is apparent, in spite of the fact that /iA..z ap
es ’ a '

pears as a linear function of the ordinary derivatives of the tetrads. The equation 
(A.9) may also he written

<A. no
a ~ a

where Ptkirst is a tensor of the form

and gklst is the tensor
(A. 11)

(A. 12)

satisfying the same symmetry relations as the curvature tensor, i. e.,

9klst 9ks9lt 9ls9kt 9lkst 9 kits 9 stkl

9klst + 9kstl + 9ktls ~ •
(A. 13)

From (2.18) we get at once by differentiation the following connection between the 
derivatives of the covariant and the contravariant components of the tetrad vectors:

and, since I\kirst does not depend on the derivatives of the tetrad functions, we find

S. t h S 1 ,t^u
b a b

(A. 14)

or, bv (2.19),
t b u

(A. 15)^r^s,t ~ 9ru^s^ 
b b

Thus, (A. 10) may be written

a Z a b
(A. 16)

a 
dhk-, i 

b 
dh\t

st h 
b 8 (A. 17)

which is seen to be a tensor. This means that the indices in this expression may be 
raised and lowered according to the usual tensor rules. Therefore we get from (A.6) 

a .
for the derivative of £*  with respect to 7r z

(A. 18)

Mat.Fys. Skr.Dan.Vid. Selsk. 1, no. 10.
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Now, from (A.ll-12), we get

= 9ir (9kS ôlt - ôk gls) + ôl (ôk ôlr - ôkr ôlt) - git (ôk gls - gks ôlr) (A. 1 9)

Prssikl = 2(ôkôlr-ôliôkr) (A. 20)

and by introduction into (A. 18) we obtain

- I h I [*'*».  , - hkh‘., - 2 [h’: ,) (<5*  h‘ - S' /,*)]  />t

(A.21)

The method of infinitesimal transformations applied to the variant V = £/2k with 
a

the functions hr as independent variables gives at once (see C. Møller, reference 3, 
Eq. (33)) the expressions (2.35-36) for the complex Tf*.  Similarly, one finds from the 
equations (34)-(38) in the same paper that the superpotential U/w is given by (2.38) 
and that this expression is antisymmetrical in k and I. In these derivations we have 

a
used that hr is a vector, which means that its variation under an infinitesimal co
ordinate transformation

x*  = xi + ^(x) (A. 22)
is given by

Cl Cl Cl Cl _ , Cl
Sh' - h“S', t -< ^-S'h“^-!^e. (A. 23)

if we now introduce the expression (A.21) for the derivatives of £ with respect to 
the first-order derivatives of the tetrads into (2.36) and (2.38), respectively, we are 
immediately led to the equations (2.39-40) in the text.

Appendix B
According to (3.7) and (A. 10) we have generally the following expression of 

the tensor yikl in terms of the first-order derivatives of the tetrad functions

Similarly, for the vector defined by (3.10),

(B.l)

(B.2)
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In particular for a static spherically symmetric system in isotropic coordinates, the 
metric and the “right” tetrads are given by (2.42) and (2.43), respectively. Thus

brhS,t = l'I 9aa I ôar£a (|/l 9aa \),tôaS = Ôrs
a -

(B.3)

it k

and, by (B.l) and (A.11-12),

Vikl - 2 [-f7zZ), i bkl 9 ll), k bil\ ~ 2 ~ ^kl n,c

with
,■ dr [x1 x2 x3 1

m = nl=-.-7 = { —, , —, 0
dxz \ r r r J

and
y _<M(r) 
A(r) dr •

Hence,
f

= yi]il = 2gu Ôki ~

= (Zn|/| gti \ y nkt

or, by (2.42) and (B.5),
^k = - C2 (/n ]/(lY + (/n nk

= - (In a \/b)' nk = - (In a ]/b) k.

(B.4)

(B.5)

(B.6)

(B.7)

(B.8)

Similarly, we get by (3.15) and (2.43)

- ^aea(\'\gaa D.z^
1 I 9aa I

= (Zn j/j gn\\iôik = (Zn |/| <7« |)'nz.
(B.9)

Now we see al once from (B.8), (B.4) that the quantities gik, £ik, rik defined by (3.19), 
(3.16-17) are zero in the case of the tetrads (2.43), for we have

or, since

^ik = ^k,i-^i,k= -^na\/byki + In(a]/byi>k = 0 
t

Cik = Tik (ni ôki - nk ôu) Un a ]/by nt

n4 = 0 and ga = a(r) for / = 1, 2, 3,

(B.10)

(B.ll)

Cik= -(Inÿay^lnaybyO^ô^nt-nj-ôi^i) = 0. (B.12)
5*
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Further,
rik = & (ylik ~ 7lki)

(In (i ]/6)' n,

- 9il
[9kk (»i t>tk - nt àkl) - g„ (nt ôki - nk ôit)]

~(/nQj/b)/(/zz/n)'(nÅ.dzzz?z-z;zdfcznz) = 0.

Finally, since Çik = 0, we get for the quantity £ik defined by (3.18)

^ik 7tk ; I ~ Vik), Z 4 Hl 7kr ^kl 7tr

and it is easily seen that this is equal to zero for the tetrads given by (‘ 
we get by (B.4) and (2.42)

since nik = r,i,k is symmetrical in i and k. 
Further, we have by (2.42)

Hl n (dri9rrnl + ^rl9rrni ^il9iinr)
- 9rr}

and thus by (B.4)

/
Hl^kr = (ln \'\9ii\y ^iVki +(ln]/\9ll\y ^iïkl ^rTkr 

-= ( hi |/l 9a \)'Ya (nk Ôil ~ Ôk^n'

+ (ln\Z\9u\y ni7~~(nk-
- 9n

9ii H-r9ii . £ . .
9 ff *)  g... nr^ki)

=X [(ln]/\9u\y]2ntnk ^—-(ntrijc-ô^)
i*k  4 n9n

- (a [/n |/5)']2 + [(In J/5)']2 - ~ï I n,nt + <5jt.
\ I 4 a gu

(B.13)

(B.14)

.43). First,

(B.15)

(B.16)
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Here we have again used the fact that nk is different from zero only for k = 1, 3, 3.
Since the expression (B.16) is symmetrical in i and k, the last two terms in (B.14) 
cancel, which together with (B.15) shows that also 

= o (B.17)

for the tetrads (2.43) in the static spherically symmetric case.
We now get by (B.4) and (B.8) for the superpotential (3.13) in the static spher

ically symmetric case

x
(B.18)

]/ab

x

U,“
7’ r ' /

h"‘‘j
i. e., equation (2.44) in the text. The same expression is obtained for the superpotential 
hkl of the Einstein expression in isotropic coordinates. In fact, we have by (2.6) and 
(2.42)

(B.19)

For Â-= 4, l=Å we have by (B.18)

Similarly,

u/z ("> jÄ »<*  ("> “)' - - V4-

(/„ 4ÆY (d?_ å>- „X). ( ln ÿaby (d? „A _

(B.20)

(B.21)

Mat. Fys. Skr. Dan.Vid. Selsk. 1, no. 10. 6
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From these expressions we gel, since

x I r I

= ~2 \/(lb (/nr/)T <V>

and
V . U,*' t , - U". - i \/ah" n; (tf nl - å} n“)

1 , / 2 ; ôf - n*  uz \+_|/ay A ,. J

- - ! (<V - n( nx) + W + n( nx) ,

* ri. e.,
1 ~ ri\/ab'\'

Tr{l^aby^ Ar ] ni'1 ■

In the empty space surrounding the spherically distributed matter, the
u(r) and /?(/•) are

(1 — a/4 r)2 
(1 + a/4 r)2 ’

where a is connected with the total gravitational mass J/o by (2.47):

Hence,

and, by (B.23-24),

(B.22)

(B.23)

> (B.24)

fu notions

(B.25)

(B.26)

(B.27)

(B.28)

(B.29)
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Obviously the equations (B.28-29) may be comprised in the equation

(B.30)

which is the expression for the energy-momentum complex in the empty space sur
rounding a static spherically symmetric distribution of matter in an isotropic system 
of coordinates. While T)*  = 0Z* in isotropic coordinates, this identity does not hold in 
the harmonic system of coordinates x'1 obtained by the transformation

X‘"X,(1+ÏÏÏ^)’ æ4“*4

For harmonic coordinates the line element is

1 + a/2 f
1 — a/2 r'

(B.32)

the com-

CB.33)

Since the transformation (B.31) is of the type (2.3), the energy density

?4 ^/y 4 xr4 (1 + a/4 r)6 (B.34)

is invariant under this transformation, while 044/|/y = h44^z/j/y IS n°t- However, in 
the limiting case of weak fields, i. c. to the first order in x/r, the isotropic system and 
the harmonic systems of coordinates are seen to coincide, the line element being in 
both systems of the form

ds2 = (1 4- a/r) (dxL)2 - (1 - a/r) c2 dt2. (B. 35)
i

Therefore, in the weak-field approximation, we have = 0^ also in the harmonic 
system of coordinates.

6*
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Appendix C
(4.37)

(C.l)

which together with the boundary conditions B leads to the expression

(C.2)

Instead of (4.38) we then get, by (4.15) and (4.18), for the “right” tetrads

(C.3)
a

metricthe

connecting

(C.4)

Then we have for the metric tensor

(C.5)
(/harm. y

(4.24) holds, which by ((1.5)

0

or

□ ^(-r) = (C.6)

with the retarded solution

d.v.

ondilion

i. e.,

In an arbitrary system of coordinates of the type (4.1), the equation 
reads, according to (4.20),

?/m)

where vai is given by (C.2), i. e. in 

quantities yik. Now, let £*(.r)  be the 
our system of coordinates xl with a harmonic system bv

general ht is a non-local function ofo Ia
infinitesimal transformation function

„harm. 
dik

In harmonic coordinates tin1
to the following differential equations for the functions $l(.r):

() 
ifc U ZÄ: = h

.'/harm. '/ f/harm.

dik ^i,k £/c,i

•4arm. = •<’' + » ‘

f/harm. d 

( di )harm. ~ di

Ik , t-k „im ' + s , m y ,

1 d rkharm. harm.  z.z < k bk . , . Im
d - {öi + s ,1) \ + s (>/

1 ( ô (.r4 -.r'4 - A) i , t / , ,
\-------R----------\.dk,l,i(X)~di,l,k^ •

= >1

dxl d.vw
k 4- A*  r? 

H S ,lrl

t~i. k— s _ tk, i

t , k S , i >

deDonder c<

(C. 7)
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Since the retarded Green’s function 
we get by partial integration

- .r 4 -R) is symmetrical in (,rl) and (x *),

^i,k k, i

Hence, by (C.3),

^i Vai + o If ai + 9 (^a, i ' ^i, a)’ a Z Z

(C.8)

(C.9)

i. e. the equations (4.40-41) in the text. The same expression is of course obtained 
by a simple transformation of the vector ht by means of (C.4) and by using (C.5) 

a
and the equations (4.38) valid in a harmonic system of coordinates. In fact, we get

^æharm. » harm. ZÄ^ „harm.\
a = ~dx{~ a = + I

— Vai + ^a, 2 ~ + ^a’ 2 ~ ^a’ ~

~ Vai + 9 (liai '-a,i ~ ^i, ■

For the superpotential hf1 of the Einstein complex 0/ we get to the first order, 
by (2.6), (4.1-2) and the equation

fl = - 1 -.711-1/22-.733 + 1/44 = “(I + .7)> (C.10)

/,,« _ [(!+,;) ((^ - /«) (,/’» - (/») - - .,/'»>) (,/» _ ,/»))] m

1 Ål ,,k „Im sfc ,,lm , „km .,1 . sti „kmi= 9.:L7(d/7 - °iV )~yiV -diii +v yt + ^y \<mZ X
(C.ll)

Thus, in a harmonic system of coordinates where the satisfy the conditions (4.24),
we get

(C.12)

which is seen to be identical with the expression (4.49) for the superpotential Uf*z. 
Therefore, to the first order, we have 0f* = T( . In fact, as shown in section 4 eq. (4.51), 
they are both equal to the matter tensor as it should be since 1/ in (2.35-36) is small 
of the second order.
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By the last argument it follows that, to the first order, 0^ must be equal to T/ 
in any system of coordinates of the type (4.1), in spite of the fact that the equality 

= holds only in a harmonic system of coordinates. In fact, we have in a general 
system of coordinates, by (4.17),

Vikl - vik, i + 2 (Vki, i ~ Uu,

where vik is given by (C.2) or (C.8). Hence

&k = = ^k. i + 9 (yl, t - y.k)
and by (3.13)

V* = L k-yi,l+ôi(y,l~ ylm, (r * - ™)

(C.13)

(C.14)

(C.15)

Now, in a general system of is given by (C.ll), so that by (C.8)

(C.16)

coordinates, h™

& k / m, I __ pl, m ui t s , m s ,

Nevertheless, we have to the first order

(C.17)

as we should according to the above argument.
However, already in the second order approximation, 0/ is in general different 

from T^. In section 4 we have calculated the “gravitational” complex ttk to the second 
order. In harmonic coordinates it is given by (4.53-54). We shall now calculate 
to the second order. The exact expression for is (see, for instance, reference 13, 
Chapter XI, Eqs. (158), (135), (132))

|/ - » {it, ( i ' - 9 ). , - ( y - g g^ , - y q (c. i s>

(C.19)

From (4.1-2) and (C.10) we get to the first order

yir
^kl ~ 2 ^Hrk, I ilrl,k~ Ç/kl, r)

r/ir
— 2 (lirk, I + Url, k ~ Wkl, r)

= 2 (yl, i + y?, k - Uki *)  >

(C.20)
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(C.21) 

(C.22)

Thus we get to the second order in harmonic coordinates, using (C. 18-22) and (4.24),

i. e.

(C.23)

Further,

Here, the first term is zero on account of (4.24) and, since the first factor in the 
last term is symmetrical in s and /, we finally gel

1
4

lJrs,tyrS,t~\yrs,t
(C.24)

A comparison of (C.23-24) with (4.53-54) shows that and tf in general are different 
already in the terms of second order. For the difference we get by (C.23) and (4.53)

__ LJ-,,*  j.lm nkl _2âVQ_Û\1 ri “4X| Ml,mV +

and by (C.24) and (4.54)

(C.25)

1
4 Hrs, t

~^[(ymny’n),m-ylm y,m\i> (C.26)

as is seen at once by performing the differentiations in the last expression (C.26) 
and using (4.24). Thus, £ - £ has the form of a usual divergence and, as we shall see, 
this is also the case for the two first terms in (C.25). In fact, they may be written 

Im- ykm, i y
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where again use has been made of (4.24). Hence

(C.27)

fhe last two terms inside the brackets give a contribution which is antisymmetrical 
in k and /. We shall see now that also the two first terms can be brought into the form 
of a superpotential, for we have

Thus, we see that the equation (C.27) for the difference can be brought into
the form

with Un1 superpotential

II"“ - + [(i/“”Y kl■*  *■  i Y Ik

<>' [(y’““ m

(C.28)

(C.29)

We knew beforehand that this should be possible since we have exactly

However, it is interesting that the second order part A'/*  of the superpotential h™ - 
depends (quadratically) on the first order functions yik, only.

Appendix D

The covariant derivative of the second kind of a tensor Aikl of rank 3 is, by 
generalization of (5.10),

If we apply this rule to the tensor yikl and make a contraction of the indices I and 
in, we get

Yik'. t = yik'. t - yrk! yrü - yirl yrkl + yikr ylrl. (D.2)
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On account of the symmetry relation yirz = -yrt the second and the third term on
the right-hand side of (D.2) cancel. Therefore, we get by (3.10) and (3.18)

yi/c\ I ~ yik; I + Vikl ~ %ik’

i. e. the equation (5.11) in the text.
From (5.7) and (5.10) we get

which by (D.4) may be written

^k\l',m hr yy kl m + y slV km + T ksYlmA 
a a

(D.3)

(D.4)

(I).5)

By means of (A.2) we then get for the Riemann curvature tensor

Contraction with respect to the indices i and / gives the contracted curvature tensor

^km y km\r V kr^n + y sm? kr 7*  sr 7 km + y ksCy mr V rm)
or, by (3.10),

^km ~ y km | r ~ &k | m ~ V km + y ksV mr ’ 7)

By further contraction we get the curvature scalar

/? = 7?/ = - 2 r + ør + yrst ytsr. (D. 8)

The equations (I).7-8) are identical with the equations (5.12) in the text.
If yj(.r) is a scalar field, we have by definition

= V’U = ¥’,«• (D-9)
a a.

Then, if At is a vector field, we can form four scalar fields A = hlAt (the local tetrad 
components) from which we get four vector fields by the operation (I).9), i. e.

Ct Ct CL . Ct , Ct.
A, k = A k = I k Ai + Ai I k = Ai I k • (D.10)

Here we have used the equations (5.7) and the rule for covariant differentiation of 
products of tensors. From the vector fields (D.10) we can form tensors by further 
covariant differentiations:
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(l).ll)

where we have used (I).10). On the other hand, we get by differentiation of (I).10)

Hence,

or

(D.12)

(D.13)

If we subtract from
a a

since A,k,l = A,l,k’

(D.13) the equation obtained by interchanging k and / we get,

Ai ' k 11 Ai ! I i k Ai rA kl< (D.14)

where we have introduced the tensor

(D.15)

The equation (I).l 4) is the commutation law for covariant differentiations of the second 
kind of a vector field. It is seen at once that a similar equation holds for any tensor 

an arbitrary number of indices, i. e. we have

Ai> it- --in \ k \ l ~ Aiiif ■ -in \ l k = ~ Aii i2- ■ in \ rA kl ■ (D. 16)

In order to prove (D.16) we have simply to form the scalar fields

Ctj $2 * ' * Ct .. Ct 1 , Ct 2 . ^11 #
A = 7^//«....

and repeat the operations performed in (I).10-1 4) on these scalars. We also get from 
(5.5), for any vector field,

= (!>• 1 7)

Covariant differentiation of (I). 14) gives

Ai I k l\m~ Ai\l\k\m ~ ~ Ai\ r\mA kl~ Ai\ rA kl m ■ (D. 1 8)

Adding to this equation the two equations obtained by cyclic permutation of the 
indices k, I, m, we get

(Ai\k l m ~ Ai k\m l) + CAi \ I \m \ k ~ Ai \ I \ k \ m) + (Ai m k\l~ Ai\m\l\k)

Ai I r I mA kl ~ Ai I r I kA Im ~ Ai I r I lA mk ~ Ai [ r (A kl | m T A lm\k+A mk [ z) 
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which, by means of (I). 16), can be written

I r I k ~~ |ä:| r) A Im + (^1 . r 11 I11 r ) mk + | r | m ~ | m | r)^ kl

~ ~ I r kl m^^ Im i k + mk 1l) •

By application of (D.14) this equation takes the form

(D.19)

Since this equation must hold for any vector field At, the bracket in (D.19) must be 
identically zero. Thus, we get the identity

From (D.15), (3.10) we get

Thus, by contraction of (D.20) we obtain the identity

or
Tkl I r + i k &k I ^r^kl ~ 0

^kl I r ~ &k, l+<^l,k = 0

(D.20)

(D.21)

(D.22)

(D.23)

by (D.17) applied to the vector field (D.23) is the identity (5.13) which shows 
that the contracted curvature tensor Rik given by (D.7) or (5.12) is symmetrical. 
Similarly, it is easily seen that the well-known relation

+ + = (D.24)

holding for the Riemann curvature tensor (D.6), is a consequence of the identity 
(D.20). The symmetry relations

Riklm ~ ~ ^kilm ~ ~ ^ikml ~ ^kiml (D.25)

follow directly from (D.6) and the symmetry properties of yiki.
Finally we note that the derivative of the determinant

7i = det \7il,
I a J

by well-known rules for differentiation of determinants, is

(D.26) 
a

Thus, the covariant divergence of the second kind of a vector field A2 is, by 
(5.5) and (D.26), (D.15), (D.21),
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i. e.

, = A\ < + ArA* ri = A\i + Ar (z1\r -i- Æ'ri) 
-A‘,( + A’'^-r+Arør,

A‘,, - (Ä2V). 4 + A‘ øf.

Similarly, for tensor fields of rank 2 and

(D.28)

(D.29)

Thus, for the corresponding tensor density,

2l^z , I h I A/z , = Wkl t + Wkl <P, - ^rklAri{ + ^irlAkrl. (D.30)

In particular we get by (D.15) tor the superpotential U1*z which is antisymmetric 
in k and /

(D.31)

Therefore the energy momentum complex may also be written

T(» - 11«., - 11 «., - 11 «<Z>, - U,ta/,„, + llm«A’»„. (D.32)

Now, by (3.13) we have 

,-^0' ,+0‘j

U « <P, - 1A1 ■/'_ <pl _ ø' </,. + ø« ø(] 

it Im k _ I Al r,.Zm k .,k <T>m , ,k rfJi
7lm = L7 + 7 n Jx

- v [?«/'”•+.-iyø'j.

Thus,

t,‘ - 1 { - A I <+^ <+A «>,+<?(- <*>',,  +
x (D.33)

- <z>*  <p. - ?lml <!>' ) + V' .
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Using (5.12) and the fact that Rik = Rki, we get after a simple calculation 

with 2 given by (3.12).
Hence,

T*=|A|[T*  + ^j
with

/,*  - M 41m„ V - yUr <5? & 1 + U.“4-u. (D. 34)

On account of (D. 15), this expression is easily seen to be in accordance with the earlier 
expression (3.14). The first term in (I).34) is a tensor and, from the transformation 
law of the quantity A'lkl, we get at once the general transformation law for tk. Under 
arbitrary transformations we have, in analogy with the Christoffel formula,

d2xr dx'm dxs dxf .r 
d xr dx 1 dx'i + d xr dx'i d x'1 st

(I).35)

The last term corresponds to a tensor transformation and, since also Umkl is a tensor, 
we get by (D.34-35)

(I).  36)

or 

/' k' i
dx'k dx1 
d xm d x'1 (D.37)

in accordance with an unpublished result by C. Pellegrini. From (D.37) it follows 
that t/ is a scalar, and in fact one gets from (I).34)

y - - - Ü/x I/i i. (D.38)

Also one sees that /4fc transforms as a vector under the group of purely spatial 
transformations (2.3).
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